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The technology underground is a thriving, humming, and often literally scintillating subculture of
amateur inventors and scientific envelope-pushers who dream up, design, and build machines
that whoosh, rumble, fly—and occasionally hurl pumpkins across enormous distances. In the
process they astonish us with what is possible when human imagination and ingenuity meet
nature’s forces and materials. William Gurstelle spent two years exploring the most fascinating
outposts of this world of wonders: meeting and talking to the men and women who care far more
for the laws of physics than they do for mundane matters like government regulations and their
own personal safety.Adventures from the Technology Underground is Gurstelle’s lively and
weirdly compelling report of his travels. In these pages we meet Frank Kosdon and others who
draw the scrutiny of the FAA, ATF, and other federal agencies in their pursuit of high-power
amateur rocketry, which they demonstrate to impressive—and sometimes explosive—effect at
the annual LDRS gathering held in various remote and unpopulated areas (a necessary
consideration since that acronym stands for Large Dangerous Rocket Ships). Here also are the
underground technologists who turn up at the Burning Man festival in the Nevada high desert,
including Lucy Hosking, “the engineer from Hell” and the creator of Satan’s Calliope, aka the
World’s Loudest Thing, a pipe organ made from jet engines. Also at Burning Man is Austin “Dr.
MegaVolt” Richard, who braves the arcing, sputtering, six-digit voltages of a giant Tesla coil in
his protective metal suit. Add in a trip to see medieval-style catapults, air cannons, and
supersized slingshots in action at the World Championship Punkin Chunkin competition in
Sussex County, Delaware, and forays to the postapocalyptic enclaves of the flamethrower
builders and the future-noir pits of the fighting robots, and you have proof positive that the age of
invention is still going strong.In the world of science and engineering, despite its buttoned-down
image, there’s plenty of fun, humor, and sheer wonder to be found at the fringes. Adventures
from the Technology Underground takes you there.• Launch homemade high-power rockets.•
Catapult pumpkins the better part of a mile.• Watch robot gladiators saw, flip, and pound one
another into high-tech junk heaps.• Dazzle the eye with electrical discharges measured in the
hundreds of thousands of volts.• Play with flamethrowers, potato guns, and other decidedly
unsafe toys . . .If this is your idea of fun, you’ll have a major good time on this wild ride through
today’s Technology Underground.From the Burning Man festival in Nevada’s high desert to the
latest gathering of Large Dangerous Rocket Ship builders to Delaware’s annual Punkin Chunkin
competition (a celebration of “science, radical self-expression, and beer”), you’ll meet the
inspired, government-unregulated, and corporately unfettered men and women who operate at
the furthest fringes of science, engineering, and wild-eyed arc welding, building the catapults,
ultra-high-voltage electrical devices, incendiary artworks, fighting robots, and other machines
that demonstrate what’s possible when physics meets human ingenuity.



>This book is dedicated to Alice Gurstelle.There's never been a minute I wasn't glad youwere
my mom.PrefaceIntroduction1 >High-Power Rockets2 >The Technology of Burning Man3 >Tesla
Coils4 >High-Voltage Discharge Machines5 >Hurling Machines6 >Air Guns7 >Flamethrowers8
>Electrostatic Machines9 >Rail and Coil Guns10 >Robots11 >Notes from the Technology
Underground, ConcludedNotesFurther ReadingAcknowledgmentsA physical experiment which
makes a bang is always worth more than a quiet one. Therefore a man cannot strongly enough
ask of Heaven: if it wants to let him discover something, may it be something that makes a bang.
It will resound into eternity.—GEORG CHRISTOPH LICHTENBERGThis book takes its name
from Fyodor Dostoevsky's book Notes from the Underground. Dostoevsky's Underground is a
dark cellar from which a nameless Underground Man writes his journal—a place both physically
and philosophically apart from society's mainstream. And that's the way he wants it, because out
of the mainstream, he can exert his own individuality. This is the only place where he can
demonstrate that he is a creative and unique human being with creative and unique ideas and,
most of all, a distinctive self.Writing of his normal employment, the Underground Man states, “I
had a sickly dread of being ridiculous, and so had a slavish passion for the conventional in
everything external.” But Underground, he can open up his creative side; he can be as articulate
and understandable and self-revealing as he desires.Dostoevsky's Underground is a dark,
serious, and humorless place, which makes it much different from the Technology Underground,
the general term used throughout this book to describe the society of amateur inventors and
scientific enthusiasts whose activities are profiled here. The Technology Underground is a
buoyant place, full of enthusiasm, joy, and camaraderie. Still, the word Underground fits both
places well, for several reasons.The Technology Underground provides the same sort of
opportunity for expression as the windowless cellar provides for the Underground Man of St.
Petersburg. This is an important similarity—in the Underground, all are free to express
themselves without reserve, whether expression occurs through words or actions, through
journals or through orthogonal machine layouts and bolted steel constructions.This is a place of
alternative, clandestine, anti-establishment, and semisubversive culture. The possibilities and
potentials inherent in this type of self-directed science and technology are the foundations for
the creations of intelligent, innovative, and often slightly strange men and women who have their
own notion of the best use of free time.The people profiled here do what they do largely without
regard to economics, profit, government regulation, corporate or academic practices, or even
good taste. Most laws (except for those of physics), regulations, and building codes are skirted
or ignored.You can do that in the Technology Underground. Here, no one ever needs to justify
his or her actions on the basis of normality or financial return.And no one needs to fear being
ridiculous.This book is about the art and science of making catapults, pulse-jets, flamethrowers,
Tesla coils, high-voltage electrostatic machines, high-power amateur rockets, air cannons, rail
guns, fighting robots, magneformers, and more. It is as much about the people who make them
as it is about the culture that engenders their creation. This book is the end result of a long and
detailed exploration, a result of two years spent spelunking in the Technology Underground.The



knowledge for making devices such as these is not taught in any school, shared in instructor-led
seminars, or obtained by reading mainstream science textbooks. Rather, this knowledge is
acquired only by consorting closely and directly with ardent technophiles in their workshops and
labs, by commingling with them at their competitions and gatherings, and by participating in
obscure subject-specific Internet chat rooms.Most of all, it is attained by using one's own eyes,
hands, and brain to weld, machine, solder, bend, drill, plumb, design, break, tweak, experiment,
and tinker. It requires spending more money than one would think reasonable on a hobby, and
risking more of life and limb than a loved one would think prudent. In short, it requires a
determined and long-term exploration of the Technology Underground.WHAT IS THE
TECHNOLOGY UNDERGROUND?When is something a part of the Technology Underground?
It is reasonable to outline, at the outset of a conceptualization or a project, the rules of
conformance. Not every piece of interesting technological fabrication or eccentric scientist's folly
belongs in the Technology Underground. There is a large number of possible candidates for
inclusion; if the definition is stretched too far, the idea loses meaning—the boundaries become
too dim and porous. So definitions and qualifications of a sort are required.The changing nature
and the continuous introduction of ever-newer technologies makes it a bit problematic to
determine which projects belong and which do not. However, for the purposes of writing this
book, the extreme and radical tinkerers of the Underground and their inventions all meet five
conditions. These qualities are the membership criteria, the admittance ticket to the TU.1.
Projects Are Founded upon Physical SciencesAll experiments, inventions, or projects of the
Underground are ultimately based on the work of physical scientists. Such projects use
Newtonian physics and Faraday-style electricity and magnetism. This means that the projects
here are built upon the science of men such as Archimedes, Galileo, Maxwell, Faraday, and
Newton.* These projects are typically much closer to the hammer, wrench, welding rod, and
soldering gun technologies of ThomasOf these ten, only Archimedes, Faraday, Galilei, Lavoisier,
Maxwell, and Newton have direct applicability to the material in this book. Einstein's and
Rutherford's contributions were to theoretical physics and Pasteur and Darwin's were to the
biological sciences.Edison, the Wright brothers, and Henry Ford than to the virtual,
computational machines of Bill Gates and John von Neumann.2. Amateur StandingThese are
the projects of amateur scientists and technology enthusiasts. Qualifying projects must be
motivated by love, not money. The projects in this realm are the work of individuals or at most
small groups. There are no large corporate R&D teams, no government-sponsored laboratories,
and there exists no real hope to profit financially or recoup monies spent. Here, technological
prowess and profit have at best a distant relationship, and typically no relationship whatsoever.3.
Element of DangerTU projects are always edgy and often dangerous. While not every project
described in these pages is overtly dangerous, in point of fact, the majority do have some risky
aspect or involvement. Almost all have some hazardous detail, some threatening characteristic,
some sharp, hard, pointy thing moving at high velocity, an exposed hot surface, or a high-voltage
shock risk. Always, there is some attribute that would cause your mother to prefer you trade



participation in this activity for a safer one—say, steeplechasing or prizefighting.4. High
EnergySuch undertakings almost always involve the creation of large amounts of kinetic energy.
Most examples here involve something moving at high speed. In fact, there is almost always a
boom to start matters off, a whoosh, and finally a splat. In some cases, electrons or photons are
used instead of more massive particles, but the high-kinetic-energy aspect is almost always
present.5. RecognitionThese are social endeavors, not secret ones. The projects here are
meant to be seen, criticized, and lauded. If recognition is not provided live and in person, then it
exists through the Internet, secondhand reports, and word of mouth. The Underground
existence is not a solitary one; indeed, it is a vibrant community that celebrates its members.The
attributes above provide a framework for determining when a work belongs and when it does
not. Say, for instance, that two software developers design a video game involving death rays
and flying cars. It has sexy graphics and lots of postmodern, Armageddon-like sound effects.
Does such a project belong to the Technology Underground?Probably not. While it may be
worthy of recognition and perhaps culturally edgy, there is no solid connection to the science of
Newton and Faraday. Nor is there any real element of danger. And the energy levels never
exceed the puny wattage levels needed to spray electrons over a television screen.Now
consider a high-velocity, electromagnetic pulse weapon, developed by Lawrence Livermore
Labs as part of a Defense Department initiative to research an anti-missile system.It certainly
qualifies from a kinetic-energy point of view, and its lineage from the work of Newton and the rest
is clear. And it probably won't ever turn a profit unless Livermore branches out into international
arms dealing. But it is not the work of amateurs, not by a long shot. And it is most likely a secret
project, not a social one.Finally, consider a group of friends who decide to build their own
submarine. A working two-person submarine is a mechanical project of great complexity. It must
be carefully designed in accordance with the laws of classical physics and fluid dynamics in
order to make it swim beneath the water's surface. It is certainly dangerous, perhaps even
foolhardy, depending on the fabrication skills of the inventors. It is expensive and will likely never
produce even a dollar in revenue, much less any profit. Such a project meets the subjective
criteria outlined here and therefore belongs in the Technology Underground.WHY IS THERE NO
FLYING CAR IN YOUR GARAGE?As Governor, I shall seek investors who will bring their capital
to Louisiana in an effort to design, develop, and eventually mass-produce an aeromobile. This
Vehicle, which would revolutionize transportation in America, would be a cross between an ultra
light aircraft and an automobile. The intended purpose is to create the ability of lift-off between
55 and 75 MPH, flying at low altitudes for short distances, and conceptually look similar to an
Indy racecar.—UNSUCCESSFUL 2003 LOUISIANA GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE PATRICK
“LIVE WIRE” LANDRY*If the qualifications for determining whether a person belongs in the Tech
Underground seem too academic, there is an alternative—a simple litmus test that works fairly
well.Sometimes, all the people in the world can be divided into two camps—those with a
particular worldview, and everybody else. There is a dichotomy at work—a world in black and
white. Either you get it or you don't. Either you think that Jerry Lewis is funny or you don't. Either



you think Apple computers are the only way to go or you don't. In any case, you cannot fathom
the point of view of those who don't share yours.Inhabitants of the Technology Underground and
those of the technology mainstream diverge on the relative viability of the holy grail of amateur
tinkerdom: the flying car. Undergrounders cannot see any compelling scientific or sociological
reasons why flying cars can't be perfected. In fact, many of them can't figure outwhy they don't
have one already. Mainstream scientists, on the other hand, find the idea so fraught with
problems that it is impossible to conceive on any level—engineering (too complex), safety (too
dangerous), marketing (too expensive), and legal (an administrative impossibility).The flying car
idea didn't start with animated cartoons in the 1960s, although most baby boomers probably
imagine such a thing as looking and acting like what George Jetson uses to drop off his
daughter, Judy, at Orbit High. It's a concept that has been tossed around since airplanes were
first invented.Hollywood set-designer-turned-engineer Norman Bel Geddes came up with one of
the first flying car concepts.* In 1927, Bel Geddes left his successful business in theatrical set
design and turned his attention toward designing streamlined cars, ships, and locomotive
engines. One of his most imaginative works came in 1929, when he sketched plans for an
airborne ocean liner, one that included space for passengers to enjoy cruise-liner-like activities
such as playing shuffleboard, dancing to a full orchestra, eating multicourse meals in elegant
dining areas, and working out in a spacious, fully equipped gymnasium.It never got off the
ground.On the other end of the size and complexity spectrum was Bel Geddes's idea for a flying
car. His plans yielded a design for something that looked much like a 1940 Chevy coupe with
wings welded onto the sides and the wheels replaced by a single rear-facing propeller.It never
got off the drawing board, either.Since then, quite a few models have taken flight. One of the first
and perhaps most successful was the ConvAIRCAR. This was not, strictly speaking, a product
of the Technology Underground, sinceits backers fervently hoped to produce it commercially
and make scads of money. Just after World War II, the Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Company of
San Diego, better known as Convair, decided that the time was right for a flying car, and work
started on the ConvAIRCAR. Convair poured hundreds of thousands of dollars into developing a
flying car prototype. On paper, the ConvAIRCAR was the marriage between an automobile and
an airplane. It promised to revolutionize the daily commute for thousands, perhaps millions, of
people.“The market for this flying automobile will be far greater than a conventional light plane,”
Consolidated Vultee marketers said, “because the purchasers can obtain daily use from the car
to get more out of his investment.” The company estimated minimum sales of 160,000 units.
Nearly every traveling salesman in the country would buy into the concept. The estimated price
was around $1,500, and the attachments to affix wings were an additional cost.But these
attachments were what made the whole concept fly, literally and figuratively. After driving to the
airport, a ConvAIRCAR owner got out and connected a flight unit (which included the pusher
prop) in order to take off and fly. When the ConvAIRCAR landed at the next airport, the pilot/
driver removed the detachable wings, stowed them somewhere, and drove on to the final
destination.In November 1947, a prototype ConvAIRCAR circled San Diego for about an hour



and a half. It appeared for a brief time that the Consolidated Vultee aircraft company had actually
produced the “fertile mule,” that is, a hybrid with a viable future. But, in reality, a single successful
test flight proves little. A few days after the first flight, a test pilot crash-landed the ConvAIRCAR
on a dirt road (and walked away) when it ran out of gas. The only prototype of the ConvAIRCAR
in existence was damaged beyond repair. And that's as far as that air car ever went, because the
bad publicity and the high costs of manufacture closed the book on the project.Next up was the
Mizar, a true invention of the Technology Underground, but with a far more tragic case history.
Henry Smolinski and Hal Blake founded Advanced Vehicle Engineers in Van Nuys, California, in
the early 1970s. Their plan was straightforward and practical, and quite similar conceptually to
the ConvAIRCAR. They took the top half, engine, and wings from a Cessna Skymaster single-
motor aircraft and placed it in an attachable module that fit on rails set on top of a modified 1971
Ford Pinto. By melding the two disparate vehicles through a variety of attachment methods, they
came up with a flying car—half Ford economy car and half high-wing airplane.The Cessna's
wings rested over the Pinto's roof and the airplane engine stacked up against the Pinto's
hatchback. The device appears to have had two engines: the Ford engine that powered the car's
wheels for ground travel and a Lycoming 540 aircraft engine that drove the prop during flight.
Which one powered the vehicle depended on whether you were driving or flying.Initially it
worked fairly well (though the airplane engine failed on the maiden flight, and the pilot had to
drive back to the hangar). Publicity for the Mizar was quite extensive; an advertising agency was
hired, and flying car stories are generally pretty easy to get on the evening news.Planned as a
dual-use vehicle to fly long-distance travel and then operate as a conventional automobile for
local surface travel, here's how the Mitzar [sic] works. Equipped with its pusher-type aircraft
engine, the Mitzar airframe will be kept on telescopic supports at a convenient airport. You drive
the AVE-modified Pinto to the hangar and back the car under the airframe. A self-aligning track
incorporated into both units makes attachment an easy job that requires less than two minutes
to complete.All flight controls and instrument hookups will be made with an umbilical
connection, while structural connections will be locked in place with self-locking high-strength
pins in the structurally linked track assembly and wing support connections.—EXCERPT FROM
PETERSON'S COMPLETE FORD BOOK, 3RD EDITION, 1973The last line in that description is
worth special attention, for in late 1973, Smolinski and Blake climbed aboard the Mizar
prototype one last time and powered up the engines. No one knows what went on in the cockpit
of the Mizar as it rolled down the runway during takeoff. But what is certain is that very shortly
after it left the ground, the “self-locking high-strength pins” gave way and the flying car
developers found themselves driving through the southern California sky in a suddenly wingless
and decidedly non-airworthy Ford Pinto.The tragic death of the two principal developers resulted
in the end of the Mizar project. So the world still awaits the first practical flying car. Hearteningly
to those who wait and want, there is always another one looming on the horizon, ready to take
off from the Underground and attempt to fly into the big time.If you understand the appeal of a
flying car, you can probably understand the appeal of the Technology Underground. If you are



hopeful that one day—not soon perhaps, but someday—there will be a flying car, then the
motivation of the people in this book will likely be understandable. If you can't, then the
Underground inhabitant's motivation and enthusiasm may seem trivial.BATTLE SCARS AND
WORSEAs the passage regarding the demise of the flying Pinto attests, people who play with
fire sometimes get burned, and in the Technology Underground, this warning should be taken
literally. Many of the attributes that make these projects interesting also make them hazardous.
Even those who know what they're doing run risks.Many robot builders, rocketeers, and machine
art makers proudly show off some pretty nasty scars suffered when they got too close to the
spinning blade or reciprocating hammer of a robot or the exhaust nozzle of a rocket. One
mechanical artist lost four fingers on his hand and had some of the missing digits surgically
replaced with toes. Worse, people have been killed or injured in explosions caused by the
manufacture of chlorates and reactive metals, which are ingredients used in building high-power
rocket engines.Although most explorers of the Technology Underground take pains to behave
responsibly, at times things go wrong, sometimes through bad luck, but more frequently through
poor judgment.BBC NEWSWIRE, MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 2002A STUDENT DIED AFTER
BEING FLUNG 100 FEET INTO THE AIR BY A HUGE CATAPULT KOSTADINE ILIEV YANKOV,
19, WAS TAKING PART IN THE STUNT AT THE MIDDLEMOOR WATER PARK IN
WOOLAVINGTON NEAR BRIDGWATER, SOMERSET, ON SUNDAY.HE SUSTAINED
SERIOUS INJURIES AT THE SCENE AND WAS AIRLIFTED TO FRENCHAY HOSPITAL IN
BRISTOLWHERE HE DIED AT 1930 GMTON SUNDAY. THE 50-FEET-TALL CATAPULT IS
DESIGNED TO FLING A PERSON ONTO A SAFETY NET WHICH IS SECURED ABOVE THE
GROUND. BUT THE BULGARIAN-BORN STUDENT CRASHED TO THE GROUND BEFORE
REACHING THE NET.FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, APRIL 16, 2003A DENTON TEEN-
AGER WAS BLINDED THIS WEEKEND AND FACES RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
BECAUSE A TOY GUN HE WAS PLAYING WITH SHOT A FROG INTO HIS FACE.DANIEL
BERRY, 17, WAS LOOKING DOWN THE BARREL OF A “POTATO GUN” [SO CALLED
BECAUSE TYPICALLY IT IS USED TO SHOOT POTATOES] WHEN IT WENT OFF, HIS
PARENTS, LISA AND CLIFFORD BERRY, SAID AT AN AFTERNOON NEWS CONFERENCE
AT JOHN PETER SMITH HOSPITAL.People can easily be electrocuted by high-voltage
experiments gone wrong, clobbered by a misaimed hurling machine, or take a shrapnel hit from
just about any ill-conceived project gone critical. Said Sam Barros, the webmaster of
Powerlabs.org, a well-known Technology Underground website: “This is something I don't
discuss even with my close friends. It is an embarrassment to me; a rather spectacular failure
where I managed not only to screw something up majorly, but also to get seriously injured in the
process. But here it is, in the interest of showing people how you can ‘know’ what you are doing
and then have something go so wrong you regret it for the rest of your life.”This book explores
the making of all sorts of dodgy machines, from high-voltage, high-power electrical apparatus to
vegetable-shooting plastic cannons. All of them can be dangerous. And here is a final word of
advice for those who, after reading this book, may be considering making their own



flamethrower: don't.You've been warned. Now, let's go spelunking.Author's Note: How to Read
This BookAs you peruse these pages, you will notice that there are separated sections,
delineated by borders and backgrounds, scattered throughout this book. The purpose of these
sections (they begin with the subject heading, “The Technology of…”) is to provide you with a
higher level of technical detail about the particular devices and machines described in the
chapter. While many readers may appreciate this more technical detail on the physics of history
behind, say, catapults, high-powered rockets, or flamethrowers, other readers may prefer to
forego so much arcana.If formulas or mathematical descriptions give pause or, even worse,
frighten you, feel free to skim or skip them completely. There is no test at the end; you will not be
graded.However, if you are the type of person who delights in the details, please enjoy. In fact,
feel free to delve into the subject matter more deeply, by visiting the list of books I supply in
“Further Reading” (page 219) as a starting point.*The ten most important scientists in history,
according to writer Isaac Asimov, are:SCIENTISTCONTRIBUTION1. Archimedesmachines and
mechanics2. Charles Darwintheory of evolution3. Albert Einsteintheory of relativity4. Michael
Faradayelectricity and magnetism5. Galileo Galileigravity6. Antoine Lavoisierchemistry7. James
Clerk Maxwellelectricity and magnetism8. Isaac Newtonlaws of motion9. Louis
Pasteurimmunization and pasteurization10. Ernest Rutherfordatomic theory*Patrick E. Landry
first threw his hat in the political ring in 1999 in the Louisiana special election to fill the
congressional seat of the Hon. Robert Livingston. Congressman Livingston left office after
disclosure of marital infidelities ruined his opportunity to take over as Speaker of the U.S. House
of Representatives. Landry, called “Live Wire” because of his background as an electrician,
claimed that among his qualifications for high office was his virginity. That, his plan to nuke
Baghdad, and his flying-car development platform got him many votes. In the 2003 governor's
race, Landry finished eighth out of seventeen candidates.* Besides being the father of the flying-
car concept, Norman Bel Geddes was also the father of Barbara Bel Geddes, onetime
Hollywood ingenue and, most notably, portrayer of Miss Ellie, matriarch of the Ewing clan on
TV's Dallas.Your finger hovers over the red button, and you move the microphone close to your
mouth. You test the public-address system and are relieved to find that it works: When you
speak, your voice is clearly heard all over the firing range.Several hundred feet away is the
launch pad, and on it stands the culmination of many hundreds of hours of labor and many
thousands of dollars of your hard-earned discretionary income. It is your rocket, a 15-foot-tall
accurate scale model of an American early 1960s solid-fuel Pershing I nuclear ballistic missile. It
is a machine that you designed and built from scratch.Your rocket is loaded with two stages of
powerful chemical engines. Like the original Pershing, your motive power comes from two
stages of precisely packed chemical fuel arranged in solid form. Each rocket engine is designed
such that after it ignites, the gas from the burning chemicals will issue rearward in a high-velocity
high-temperature stream from the ceramic nozzle and propel the rocket up toward the
stratosphere. Your rocket will reach empyreal heights, tens of thousands of feet—if all goes
well.You pay rigid attention to the preflight checklist. So far, everything looks like a go. There are



small indicator lamps on the firing controls that signal launch status, and the ignition lamp shows
green. This means that you have a working circuit, and so when the Fire button is pushed,
enough current will be sent through the thin metal wire rammed into the motor to heat it red hot
and thereby initiate the self-sustaining chemical reaction that occurs within the main motor's
combustion chamber.The countdown begins. Ten. Nine. Eight… At zero, you push the button
and instantly great plumes of white smoke surround the base of the rocket. For a moment, the
rocket doesn't move, and you too hold your breath. Then suddenly it leaps toward the sky with
neck-jerking acceleration. The noise from the launch comes a split second after you see it leave,
and when the noise does come, it is nearly deafening. The rocket climbs 100, 200, 500,1,000
feet, its speed escalating logarithmically as it ascends. It climbs and climbs, and it becomes
difficult, then nearly impossible, and then totally impossible to see the rocket itself, although the
smoke and nozzle fire remain visible.Everyone congratulates you on a successful launch. There
is applause and backslapping, high fives all around.But the celebration is cut short by the sound
of the range safety officer's warning horn: Whoop! Whoop! Whoop! The RSO's voice is plainly
heard over the public-address system. “Attention! Look up! Look up! We have a rocket coming in
hot!” This is not good for you. This is not good for anybody. In fact, this is trouble with a capital
T.What has happened is this: your rocket has two stages. The first stage consists of several large
chemical rocket engines that lift the entire rocket for the initial or “booster” phase of the flight.
When expended, the booster rocket falls away, and a second engine, mounted above it, is
supposed to automatically ignite and continue powering the remaining components upward.But
the second stage, powered by its own very large engine, has ignited later than it was supposed
to. In fact, it ignited after the rocket reached apogee and had already turned and begun to head
back to earth. So the engine is not powering the rocket to fly up higher. Your rocket is being
driven back down to earth not only by gravity, but also by the second-stage engine. There is a
real danger that the rocket will reach the ground and your launch area before this engine is
burned out and triggers the timed ejection charge that deploys the recovery parachutes.The
current situation is this: There is a very large and heavy rocket coming your way on an
unpredictable descent path, and not just in free fall, but pushed by the thrust of a high-impulse,
high-velocity solid-fuel rocket engine.> > >This is LDRS, the country's—and probably the world's
—largest annual gathering of high-power amateur rocket enthusiasts. From all over the world,
eager rocketeers come for a long weekend's worth of home-brewed acceleration and
conversations about rocketry.LDRS is an acronym for Large Dangerous Rocket Ships. It's the
place where the people who started out as boys and girls experimenting with Estes and Centuri
model rockets go when they want to build really, really big rockets of their own.LDRS is
sponsored by a group called Tripoli, which is the largest organization of high-power rocket
makers. There are scores of local chapters or “prefects” in locations across the world. This year,
Tripoli has chosen the Panhandle of Texas Rocketry Prefect to host the big event. The local
leadership has been busy for months turning a large patch of cow pasture into the nation's most
active rocket launching area.Rocketeers both need and love wide-open spaces—the wider the



better. Amateur rocket builders, especially those who specialize in building the largest and most
powerful rockets, want only a couple of things: a lot of flat, open, unpopulated land in which to
recover their rockets after flight, and clear, sunny skies. This makes places such as Texas,
Kansas, and the Canadian prairie provinces ideal spots for LDRS gatherings.The launch site is
south of Amarillo, straight down the Interstate to the tiny hamlet of Happy, Texas. At that point,
the route to LDRS follows Texas Ranch Road 287 east, a long, straight, and uncrowded chunk of
pavement that goes through territory so flat you can practically see the curvature of the earth.At
the end of the long drive is the LDRS launch site, a sprawling temporary compound of tents,
launch pads, electronics, and people. The level, open venue is perfect for facilitating the retrieval
of the hundreds of rockets that will eventually drift back to earth during the event, attached by
elastic shock cords to large white parachutes. This particular site has the additional and highly
valued quality of being well outside all commercial air lanes, so the airspace above it has no
scheduled flights. Even so, the Tripoli organizers had to apply for a certificate of special
clearance from the Federal Aviation Administration, allowing very-high-altitude rocket flights
during the three days of the event.Central Texas can be brutally hot and bright in July, and the
tents and E-Z Ups set up by the rocketeers and vendors provide the only shade. This meet has
the air of a large crafts fair, except that the vendor booths contain recovery chutes, rocket engine
casings, altimeters, and launch towers instead of decorated ceramic pots and fabric wall
hangings. The east side of the area is dominated by rows and rows of missile launching pads.In
this heat, people are not inclined to exert themselves if they can help it, so most simply wander
around the dusty field, working on their projects, talking to one another, and pointing. Spectators
at a large-scale high-power rocket launch do a lot of pointing—always toward the sky, arms
extended at about 70 degrees to the horizon. Their fingers trace out the rocket's acceleration
skyward and then fall back down to their sides as they watch it float down on the end of a
parachute or two.Temperature notwithstanding, for a few days the formerly sleepy area becomes
an energetic beehive of activity: smoke plumes and contrails constantly hanging like puffy ropes
over the ranch, rockets roaring up, then silently floating down.The great number of participants
keeps several launching pads active. The pads with the biggest rockets are placed the farthest
away from people, for it is not unusual for a rocket to blow up, or in rocket lingo, “CATO,” on the
pad, producing a shrapnel rainstorm.**In the world of high-power rocketry, a CATO is an event
that involves an explosive and unusually spectacular motor failure. It is one where all the
propellant is burned in a spontaneous and drastically time-compressed fashion. There are
several varieties of CATO. The propellant can blow out the nozzle, which is a loud but basically
benign occurrence. Or the explosion can occur in the vicinity of the rocket motor's upper end
cap, which usually destroys the rocket's recovery parachute and instrumentation. The most
dangerous CATO is called a casing rupture. It is a sudden breach in the sidewall of the rocket
tube, and almost always destroys the rocket completely.The etymology of the term CATO is
uncertain. Many rocket enthusiasts say it is an acronym for “catastrophe at takeoff,” “catastrophic
abort on takeoff,” or something similar.On the afternoon of the second day, a really big rocket,



two and a half stories tall, stands erect on the far launch pad. It is a gracefully proportioned and
aerodynamically shaped rocket and it is beautiful, at least to a high-power rocket enthusiast.
Spectators and rocketeers alike press toward the safety fence to get into position for the best
view.This is the Athos II rocket, built by the Gates brothers of California. Athos II is a very large
rocket with high-specific-impulse engines and will likely attain great heights. This launch is
obviously going to involve significant velocity, complexity, and power. Athos's launch has been
anticipated for quite some time, so the crowd near the safety fence is thick. People reach for their
binoculars and position their cameras on tripods. Over the facility's loudspeaker, the launch
control officer begins the countdown for one of the highlights of LDRS-21.THE TECHNOLOGY
OF HIGH-POWER AMATEUR ROCKETRYIn the typical solid-fuel rocket, the rocket maker
builds a fiberglass shell that houses the motor, the recovery system, and whatever sensors,
cameras, or other payload is placed within.* But the bulk of the rocket's weight is contained in its
powerful chemical engines. In and of themselves, rocket engines are marvelous things. Their
most basic form goes back to first-millennium China, when crude black powder was stuffed into
bamboo rockets and used to frighten the enemy's horses. A simple rocket engine is
straightforward and easy to understand. There is chemical propellant packed inside a metal
casing. The chemicals inside the motor burn, and as they do so, hot, expanding gas is produced.
This gas rushes out the back of the motor through a nozzle and, as described in Isaac Newton's
Third Law of Motion, the backward gush of the gas results in an equal and opposite forward
thrust of the rocket body. Simple, yes. But hey, this is rocket science, and things get complicated
quickly.Small, commercially available model rocket motors consist of black-powder propellant
pressed under tons of pressure into a hard, dense matrix called “grain.” When the grain is
ignited, the motor starts burning linearly, like a very fast-burning cigarette, from its back to its
front. As it does so, it pushes hot gas out through a clay nozzle, and the rocket zips forward until
the propellant is all burned up.The world of high-power rocketry is different and much more
complicated. Instead of using a simple black-powder chemical rocket motor, the experienced
flyers most often use engines made out of “composite propellant”—a combination of an oxidizer
chemical such as ammonium perchlorate (AP) and a synthetic rubber binder material to hold the
oxidizer in a desired shape and providefuel. In addition, the rocket engine maker may mix in
plasticiz-ers, catalysts, and crosslinkers, all of which can make the propel-lant burn stronger,
longer, slower, or hotter, depending on the goals of the rocket designer. Composite motors are
formed into various shapes with voids and holes precisely designed into the motor in order to
shape the direction and velocity of the exiting gas. Such complex contours and figures are
complicated to fabricate, requiring great quantities of heating, molding, curing, machining, and,
above all, attention to detail.The most extreme rocket makers spend days on end experimenting
with rocket designs and motor formulations. There are so many variables that the maker can
adjust to affect the performance of the rocket. A quick list of their concerns includes the shape of
the rocket body, fin design, the shape of the nozzle, the geometry of the motor's core, the
combination of various chemicals that make up the propellant mixture, the rate of burn, and the



ignition method. It takes a lot of scientific, mechanical, and seemingly alchemical knowledge to
become a really good rocket maker. There is also an element of danger working with toxic and
flammable chemicals such as ammonium perchlorate, potassium nitrate, and liquid oxygen.*
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Like the Room, “"I aim for the stars but sometimes I hit London". I've enjoyed all of William
Gurstelle's books so far and ordered "Adventures from the Technology Underground" as soon as
it popped up on my radar. In the last week I've read the book a couple of times and give it a
hearty recommendation.In a society that is frequently more and more out of touch with an
enterprising spirit of scientific exploration this book makes it clear that all is not lost yet. (Who
would have guessed that the Virginia Military Institute may be the foremost seat of siege warfare
in the modern world?) It's best to sum this up as a celebration of ingenuity, curiosity and the
limitless imagination of the human mind.I agree that some of the topics in the book aren't for the
youngest of the curious and scientific but the book certainly isn't aimed at a younger audience.
This is more of an introduction to topics that may or may not have crossed the path of the casual
reader, not the hardcore enthusiast. With handy links and references the truly curious will easily
be able to follow up on what the book offers. The mildly entertained will simply "wow" their
friends at the next neighborhood block picnic or office water cooler round up.A great book by
any practical measure.”

Ron, “Unleash your inner engineer.. I found this book on a shelf in my high school library half a
decade ago, and it inspired me to become the engineer I am today. I'm buying a copy now out of
nostalgia. When you read the negative reviews about this book I urge you to consider the
average intelligence of the lay person today and why they are dissatisfied... People should
READ the title! The cover says "adventure" and not "instruction," since most 3 syllable words
perplex folks these days..."rumination" is defined as a deep thought(as in the author's inner most
thoughts on the tech). If someone expected there to be detailed schematics with specific build
instructions...they're horribly wrong(they should use what brain power they do have and realize
the legal/liability issues).This book was meant to inspire, and it'll likely do so with an intellectual
whom has an interest and open mind.”

Kozzy, “Interesting. Was a , son enjoyed it”

The book by William Gurstelle has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 51 people have provided feedback.
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